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-foport on a Self Potential Survey on Mining Claim T*B* 80257* Crooks TWP.
Port Arthur Mining Division.Ontari*

Property and Location
Mining claim 80257 is located in the southwest portion of Crooks township,

Port Arthur Mining Division, Ontario. It lies immediately north of the 

Fort William Duluth Highway, approximately 35 miles southwest of Fort William* 

This general section is known as the "Pidgeon River Area". This elate is 

one of a group owned by R.Bolduc of Port Arthur.

The occurrence of copper-nickel bearing diabase dikes and gabbro~diabase 

sills in this area has attracted the attention of interested parties for 

many years. The occurrences follow the general pattern of disseminated 

nickeliferous pyrrohtite and chalcopyrite located along the borders of 

dikes and sills together with incipient vein forms and "splashes" that oon* 

tain massive pyrrohtite over short distances. Both dikes and sills are 

of Keewanawan age and intrude flat lying slates of Animikie age.

Generally the mineralization has the form and appearance of a segreg* 

ation type of deposit, being an original constituent of the intrusive 

diabase* Some occurences however, such as may be found north of claim 

T*B* 80257, and along the shore of Lake Superior, suggest a somewhat diff 

erent mode of development. Two such occurrences are known to the writer 

where massive pyrohtite occupies well developed vertical fissure* in the 

diabase. In deposits such as these chalcopyrite is practically absent 

whereas in the desseminated type of deposit it more often than not is 

one of the main sulfide minerals.
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Method of Survey Used

A self potential type of geophysical survey was used on claim T.B.80257*

This is a standard type of procedure that is based upon the determination 

of potential itifferences in electrical ground currents set up by oxidiz 

ing sulfide mineralsc The greater the sulfide mineral concentration the 

greater strength of electrical current is set up. By using one ground 

point as a base or reference point, potential differences, in millivolts, 

are determined at regular intervals over the area to be surveyed.

As the upper, near surface portion of an oxidizifcjpw sulfide body is the 

most negative electrically and produces greater electrical activity than 

the surrounding rocks, potential reading will become increasingly mor* 

negative as such a body of mineral is approached. By plotting the system** 

ttic readings taken, the location of any negative "centered may be obtained*

In pratice it ifi found that sulfide bodies of sufficient concentration to 

be of probable commercial interest, create negative centtres of much higher 

value than any of the surrounding sulfide diffident rocks. Such condit 

ion* form an anomally.
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Evaluation and interpretation of results is most reliable when they can be 

correlated with known geological conditions such as mineralized exposures* 

Potentials obtained over such exposed areas can then be compared with re~ 

suits obtained in overburden*

To carry out the survey on claim T.B. 80257, a baseline 1.300 feet long was 

cut, following the strike of the diabase dike* Main cross lines were cut 

every 400 feet and extended to the claim boundaries. Intermediate cross



lines were cut at 100 foot intervals and extended for 100 feet on either 

side of the baseline*

Readings, uding a Sharpe potentiomiiter and porous pot electrodes, were 

taken at 50 foot intervals along the lines. All readings were taken with 

reference to the 4/00 on the baseline and results recalculated in terms of 

relative, positive values.

Survey and Results

The self potential survey on claim T.B.80257 was undertaken in an effort 

to determine if sulfide mineralization wes concentrated enough to create 

an anomally and thus serve as a guide for further exploration. Sulfide 

mineralization exposed in pits and trenches near the end of the baseline 

is not of sufficient concentratioh to be economic so that any anamolous 

condition greater than what would be obtained at this point should indicate 

greater sulfide concentration.

Readings obtained, were, ae may be seen from the accompanying map, gener 

ally low over the entire area surveyed. The erratic nature of distribute 

ito of the higher readings would appear to indicate that at least the near 

surface mineralization tends to be erratic and spotty and of insufficient 

concentration to give a truly anomalous condition. Only by contouring the 

results at 25 millivolt interval was it possible to indicate a general trend 

of the mineralized diabase*
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